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Lately, however, several techniques were proposed to process captured data [9][11] [12], providing tools for motion analysis, modi�cation and reuse. This makesmotion libraries more valuable for a wide class of animators.Most of current animation systems o�er the possibility of using motion captureddata to generate animations, but several systems treat this technique as an\extra tool", or even as a simple plug-in. Therefore, an e�ective description ofmotion capture basic concepts is not provided.An interesting and alternative approach would be the construction of an ani-mation system that uses motion capture as the kernel of the entire animationprocess. This leads to an unlimited range of possibilities to many animators. Asan example, this motion capture based system could be integrated with high-end motion capture hardware, thus creating a powerful environment of motionacquisition and processing.In this work, we propose a new user interface paradigm for motion capture basedanimation systems, supported by an extensible architecture that incorporatesthe \state of art" in motion capture processing techniques, and allows the useof standard animation methods, such as keyframing or inverse kinematics, aspowerful tools to improve the system's exibility.The main contribution of this paper is the introduction of an elegant way todescribe, at the user interface level, the basic motion capture abstractions. Wetreat captured motion as a potentially ready animation, which can be modi-�ed by a set of tools embedded in the architecture. In that way, an interfacedescription of motion operations and associated objects are de�ned.A prototype system was built, implementing the concepts described in this work.This system was used to demonstrate the potential of the proposed interfaceparadigm.Section 2 of this paper introduces the basic internal structures of the prototypesystem, together with a brief description of its architecture. Section 3 presentsthe proposed interface paradigm for motion capture based systems. Finally,conclusions are given in section 4.
2 System's Architecture and Internal StructuresIn this section, we present a framework for the animation system. Also, a briefdescription of the architecture used in the implemented system is provided. Thiswill give a better understanding of the approach used to build the proposedinterface paradigm.



2.1 Basic Internal StructuresThe fundamental structure used in the system is composed by two entities: anactor and motions.The actor is treated as a skeleton. Its topology is represented by a graph formedby joints and links. Its geometry is represented by a set of connected limbs(Figure 1). This description is adequate to be used in a motion capture ani-mation system, since it reects the structure of an articulated �gure. For dataacquisition, markers are attached at the joints of a live performer (the real actor).

Figure 1: Topological and geometrical description of an actor used in the system.At the programming level, the actor is represented using a modi�ed version ofZeltzer's APJ (Axis Position Joint) structure [3], adapted to work with motioncaptured data.Motions are best represented as curves in time (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Examples of joint motion curves.



Normally, the captured data consists of marker's positional and / or angularvariation, sampled by the capture hardware during the number of frames re-quired to complete the actor's performance. This description is used in eachdegree of freedom (DOF) of the actor.Internally, the interaction with the user is controlled by a dynamic data structurethat represents the current \state" of all windows and main data structuresexisting in the system.2.2 An Architecture Focused on Motion CaptureWe developed a conceptual architecture, designed to work with the motion cap-ture paradigm. It focuses on some technological aspects and embodies severaltechniques to deal with captured data, thus allowing the creation of reusablemotion libraries by using a building block paradigm.The framework of the architecture (Figure 3) is formed by three basic modules(input, processing and output), each one responsible for a speci�c set of tasks.The data structures used in the system were described in 2.1.
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3D Euler angle extraction2, pre-�ltering and hierarchical angle generation areprovided in this module.� Processing ModuleThe processing module comprises the set of tools for motion analysis, manip-ulation and reuse. Three basic motion operation types are de�ned: �ltering;concatenation; and blending. Their objective is to provide e�cient ways tomodify the original captured data. With these tools, the user is able to generatenew classes of motions, inheriting the aliveness and complexity typical of naturalmotion.Filtering operations can be applied to the joint curves of a motion, to reducenoise or even modify speci�c components of the movement. In [9], Williamsused a multiresolution �ltering approach to decompose the motion in frequencybands, thus allowing modi�cations in a higher level of abstraction.With concatenation operations, longer animations can be produced by combiningseveral motions in sequence. Smooth transitions between the combined motionscan be produced using algorithms based on blending of motion parameters [4].Spacetime constraints [12] can also be used to generate seamless and dynamicallyplausible transitions, with excellent results.Blending operations are normally used to combine special characteristics of dif-ferent motions. In this case, the existence of tools for motion synchronizationand reparametrization is very important to help in the blending process, ensuringa coherent result.� Output ModuleThe main objective of this module is to provide ways to store the compositioncreated by the user, thus maintaining and expanding the existing motion library.A universal data format was de�ned, embodying the main characteristics of mostmotion data formats available nowadays. Consequently, the system can be usedas a robust conversor to motion capture data formats.� User InterfaceThe user interface used in the system is based on a visual representation ofmotion capture basic concepts, such as motions and operations.We believe that it is also interesting to supply a non-graphical user communica-tion, using a expression language that represents all the actions that would bedone using the graphical description provided in the user interface.2In the case of data with positional information only.



We are currently working on a expression language similar to that described in[12]. Using this language, the user will be able to generate complex animationswith motion operations, using commands that will actually execute the callbackfunctions supporting the user interface. These commands may be stored in atext �le and can be reused or edited.ControlA continuous loop (Figure 4) veri�es the status of all interface objects and win-dows, reporting any changes to a special function that manages those changesthat actually must be done due to user interaction.
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Figure 4: User interface control with a state checking loop.3 A Graphic Interface for Motion CaptureAs discussed before, our system is based on an architecture that treats theproblem of dealing with captured motions. However, the functionality of itsarchitecture would be shadowed by the conventional user interface paradigmused on most animation systems currently available.Our goal is to describe the basic structures of the system's architecture in aconcise way, providing powerful interface tools that will make it easier to executemotion editing operations. Moreover, this interface must be extensible, allowingthe incorporation of new operations and techniques.We noted that each captured motion is potentially a ready animation, andtherefore must be treated accordingly. This prompted us to adopt an interfaceparadigm used in some post-production video workstations [10] as a startingpoint to our work.



In the following sub-sections, we will describe the main interface objects andconcepts developed under the proposed methodology. All images presented inthis section are actual screenshots of the prototype system, which implementsthe concepts described in this paper.3.1 ActorIn our interface paradigm, the actor is visualized by means of its components:the skeleton topology and geometry. The skeleton structure is shown in a win-dow as a graph composed of joints and links (Figure 5). This window displaysinformation about each joint and the links between them. The interface allowsjoint selection and / or grouping.

Figure 5: Skeleton graph window.The representation of the actor can be visualized with di�erent styles in therendering window, as shown in Figure 6. The selected joint in the graph windowappears in di�erent color and size in the rendering window. This selection alsoa�ects other interface objects, as will be discussed later.



Figure 6: Joint selection (detail from skeleton graph window) and visual feedback inthe rendering window.3.2 MotionsIn the post-production video interface model, video and sound sequences arevisualized as horizontal bars, which can be grouped, positioned and combinedin a timeline canvas, in order to produce the �nal composition.In our paradigm, we treat a motion as a horizontal bar (Figure 7), whose widthis determined by the number of frames of the captured motion. This bar alsocontains information about the motion name. Note the arrow marker at the rightend of the motion bar, which indicates that motion resizing (reparametrization)is allowed.
Figure 7: Motion representation as a GUI object.We will usually visualize the motion bar using a frame ruler associated with it.This gives a more accurate temporal perception of the motion.� The Motion ScratchPad



In our system, we have created an interface object whose purpose is to act as amotion organizer, providing a global perception of all motions placed on it. Wecalled this object the Motion ScratchPad (Figure 8).

Figure 8: Motion ScratchPad - the motion organizer.Using the ScratchPad, the user can choose several motions and organize themin the object canvas. All motions can be individually played or resized, and theuser can drop them to the motion operations. The ScratchPad is actually thegateway between the input and the processing modules.The ScratchPad is the container where motion fragments are stored, waiting tobe used.� Joint CurvesJoint curves are the basic components of motion. They are visually representedby an interface object that displays curve shape. It also provides numeric in-formation about the di�erent data channels at each frame (i.e., three positionand orientation values, for each joint curve). The visual representation of a jointcurve is shown in Figure 9.With this representation, it is straightforward to implement several curve editingtechniques [9] [11], allowing a precise and interactive control of the curve shape.For each joint of the actor, there may be several joint curves (one for each DOF)attached to it. These curves are grouped in a interface object, the Joint CurvesWindow, that o�ers a global view of the curves, and has a direct connection withthe skeleton graph window. When a joint is selected in the graph window, itscurves are displayed and useful information is provided, as shown in Figure 10.



Figure 9: Visual representation of a joint curve.

Figure 10: Joint Curves Window.� The Motion WindowFinally, we decided to create an interface object that acts as a connection be-tween motion and actor descriptions. The Motion Window (Figure 11) is ac-cessed via a double-click in a motion bar, and allows the selection (or grouping)of speci�c joints of the actor.The Motion Window is composed of several bars, each one representing an actorjoint (detail in Figure 11). Visually, it looks like a zoom in the motion bar. Thisrepresentation is intentional, since the motion is formed by the curves that areattached to actor's joints.The Motion Window will proof its utility when used in conjunction with motionoperations, allowing the application of an operation to a speci�c set of joints ofthe actor.



Figure 11: Motion Window - connecting actor and motion descriptions.3.3 Motion OperationsMotion operations are the most important objects in the architecture. Therefore,they must be visualized in a way that makes the process intuitive to the user.In our interface paradigm, each motion operation has its own window. Whenrequested, additional objects are used to help in the process, providing a fullcontrol of the operation parameters.All motion operation windows have a basic set of auxiliary objects: an interactiveplayer slider and a frame ruler. These objects also follow the interface conceptsdescribed earlier.� FilteringThe �ltering operation (Figure 12) is represented in a window with tools whichallow the selection of a speci�c region of the motion to be �ltered ( 1 ), and witha list of the existing �lters, which can be accessed by pressing 2 .� Concatenation



Figure 12: Filtering operation window.The interface object that represents the concatenation operation was designedto provide a good visual perception of the composition as a whole.The motions selected by the user in the ScratchPad are dropped into the Con-catenation Window. Initially, they are positioned in such a way to perform adirect concatenation (i.e., without blending interval), as shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Concatenation operation window (initial motion arrangement).Using the existing tools for motion positioning and reparametrization, the usercan de�ne blending intervals that will permit a smooth transition between thecombined motions (in Figure 14, represented by the darker regions betweenmotions).However, some interface constraints were created to avoid undesirable results.These constraints ensure visual coherence, and guide the user in the operationprocess.



The default easy-in / easy-out blending parameters can be modi�ed by double-clicking in the desired blending interval of the Concatenation Window.

Figure 14: Blending intervals (detail from Concatenation Window).� BlendingBlending is the last type of motion operation de�ned in the primary set of theprototype system.As in the Concatenation Window, all motions selected by the user are placed ina canvas, providing a global view of the operation. For blending, however, newobjects were introduced to assist in the speci�cation.These new objects are the time-markers, and their purpose is to synchronize keypoints in the combined motions. For example, when combining two di�erenttypes of walk movements, it is desirable that the feet reach the ground at thesame instant in both motions, otherwise strange results can be produced.Figure 15 shows a snapshot of a blending operation between three di�erentmotions. The time-markers (detail from Figure 15) were used to establish acorrespondence between the key steps in the combined motions.This synchronization process will reparametrize the motions according to theposition of the time-markers, matching their occurrence in time. To do that,algorithms based on timewarping are used. A good example can be found in [9].3.4 Higher-Level Interface ObjectsTo complete the interface description, we present other objects that are impor-tant to create a powerful animation environment.



Figure 15: Blending window with time-markers (in detail).� Camera ControlsOur system provides several tools for camera control. In Figure 16, we presentthe Camera Control Window, with some options that allow a precise control ofvarious camera settings.Among these options, probably the most useful ones are: the follow mode -which guides automatically the camera throughout the scene, following the rootjoint that drives the skeleton hierarchy; the lock joint mode - which points thecamera target to the active joint, selected in the skeleton graph window; andthe circle camera option, which allows an interactive circular movement of thecamera over the active joint, while the animation is being played.Moreover, these camera options can be mixed, thus giving a yet more precisecontrol of the camera motion.Additional controls for scene lighting are also provided with the system.
Figure 16: Camera controls. From top to bottom: Zoom in, Zoom out, Follow mode,Lock Joint mode, Circle camera



� Playback ControlsFollowing the post-production video interface, we developed a control panel,which allows interactive control of animations in our system (Figure 17).

Figure 17: Playback and rendering windows.The playback of motions or compositions produced by the user are executed ina dedicated OpenGL rendering window (in Figure 17, 1 ). The control panel isintegrated with it (in Figure 17, 2 ), supplying a set of controls similar to thoseused in video recorders.� Objects for Other Animation ToolsAs discussed before, the architecture used in the system allows the integrationof other animation techniques like keyframing, forward and inverse kinematicsto help in the processing of captured motions.In the current implementation, the system uses forward kinematics as an auxil-iary tool to adjust the position of speci�c joints when necessary. The addition ofkeyframing and inverse kinematic tools is planned for future implementations.3.5 Implementation IssuesThe presented interface paradigm and prototype system were implemented inthe programming language C, using a SGI Indigo 2 graphic workstation as thebase platform. We employed OpenGL [14] for rendering and XForms [13] for



GUI generation. The advanced GUI objects were designed and implementedseparately, and then added to the Forms library.Due to OpenGL's rendering facilities and to the dynamic interface control used inthe system, a real-time frame rate is achieved during the playback of animations(about 15 frames/sec in a SGI Indigo 2). The prototype system was also testedin the Linux and RISC 6000 platforms, also with good frame rates.Figure 18 shows a snapshot of a typical system usage, with an arrangement thatcontain some of the previous described windows (Joint Curves Window, 1 ;Skeleton Graph Window, 2 ; Motion ScratchPad Window, 3 ; ConcatenationWindow, 4 and Playback and Rendering Window, 5 ).

Figure 18: Snapshot of the prototype system.4 ConclusionsIn this paper, we have proposed a new user interface paradigm for motion cap-ture based animation systems. A prototype system was built, employing thepresented interface concepts and supported by a powerful architecture designedto work with the motion capture methodology.The implemented system has proved to be easy and intuitive to use, with promis-
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